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Two Poems 

by John L. Stanizzi

Dream People
(Appearing in High Tide—Ebb Tide)

They’ve emerged on wings up from the landscape,
these dazzling, shiny noisemakers,
like the souls of the faithful departed 
come to the heat of paradise,
come to call out in the warmth of paradise,
to chant that what must be done takes time,
a very, long time.

And there are some that paint themselves in the colors
of those sounds which are, in the end, their dreams,
the colors that make them dreamers,
theirs for the taking from the storied hills.
And the dreamers are smiling wildly, no doubt,
as they blast across the countryside in a blur,
wizards shazamming the landscape with cartoon possibilities
born of the borrowed colors found in dreams.

Morning
(Appearing in High Tide—Ebb Tide)

Asleep with thunder    asleep with lightning    asleep with the wet 
blanket of rain
Lightning flash the color of the day in dreams

*

Morning with its slow breathing   its bright tunnel of reminiscences 
and surprise   the ghost of dreams silently opening the door

*

Is it cooler in the shadow under the leaf
in the water stains left in the wood by the storm

*

Twenty sparrows like one sparrow
are there tracks in the sky where the birds have flown

*
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Autumn 2008

Summer 2008

Spring/Summer 2008

Winter/Spring 2008

Editor's Note

Guidelines

Contact

Silver spotted skippers dance in the close air around the butterfly bush
touch down on purple blossoms and quietly applaud

*

Questions asked near the shadow of the fence
its reflection in the pond vanishing and reappearing over and over

*

The day moving forward, slow and enormous 
and exactly like this just this once

*

Morning with its wrinkled sheets   stiffness in the body, 
and the bones of the absolute in a heap by the door
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